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About This Content

Toposim South Africa for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD 11 / 19m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for the whole Southern
African region, improving the accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offering a marked improvement to the landscape profile.

VFR flying over Africa has never been more realistic with lakes, mountains and ground undulations all where they should be.
Please note this pack corrects the default terrain mesh and does not include any textures.

This pack includes terrain mesh for the following countries:

South Africa

Lesotho

Swaziland

Botswana

Namibia
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Worewa still hereu? Just to sufferu?\ufeff. Things got so crazy my friend ended up serving a literal empty plate

10\/10 Would serve missing food again. tl:dr DO NOT PUT ANY MONEY INTO THIS GAME AND JUST PLAY IT FOR
FREE, FALSE ADVERTISING ON CARDS, SIDE STEPPING STEAM TAXES BY LINKING TO A PERSONAL ARTIST
ACCOUNT PATREON SUBSCRIPTION

DO NOT BUY DLC FOR THIS GAME
DO NOT BUY CARDS FOR THIS GAME UNTIL BOOSTERS ARE FREED FROM THIS HOSTAGE SITUATION

The Steam DLC doesn't count towards booster unlock.

In game only to unlock, no in game shop, only in game purchase option goes to a patreon and all discussions end with "just buy
off the market" or they'll even say, "gems", but once again, this is ignoring the very glaring problem of not being able to get the
booster unlock.

The discussion page even has a sticky post that says cards are coming...half a year ago with a n\/t = no text. Clearly, people have
booster capability and the devolper is ignoring questions on how others may also obtain it.

Not being able to unlock booster while others obviously have seals the deal, I know a racket when I see one, but just when you
thought broken and discontinued items on steam were bad enough, this is clearly misadvertised as having "trading cards" when
the low amount and high prices for the cards AND BOOSTERS clearly screams some of somebodies buddies were given the
feature so they can sell the cards while others weren't. At a ransom price for cards in general. ...30 cents for one reg card.

Is this a f2p that I can spend 40 dollars with my steam wallet or a hostage situation?

I'm going to look around for someone to make this right, but for all intents and purposes, DO NOT BUY DLC IF YOU'RE
LOOKING TO UNLOCK BOOSTER, SOMETHING IS TERRIBLY WRONG HERE AND IT STINKS.

What the actual F

Does Gabe know you're side stepping steam sales and are technically mislabeling your product?. What I liked so far:

-Creatively handle what the game is throwing at you
-Mechanically challenging
-Great learning curve (reached higher waves on each try, couldn't beat 1st map yet lmao)
-Very interesting and refreshing setting!
-Entertaintaing and exciting in general

What sucks:
-Doing a couple of things wrong in early game makes dealing with it's consequences unbearable
-Micromanaging is somewhat difficult, due to high stress levels when your base is being overrun lol. The game was going good.
I liked the minimalist colorful graphics. But then the language showed up. Even though the T rating didnt include "language" in
it, there was the notorious "S-word" in the game. The hero was already talking too much and to add insult to her dumb dialogue,
she had to resort to swearing like this. I stopped playing after this point. It really made me very angry that such language had to
be dumped in the game like this. Kit kat being this cute little robot saying "damn" also seemed totally unnecessary and just more
dumb dialogue. The kit kat character along with the cute creatures in the game, colorful cartoony graphics, lack of blood and
gore, also made it seem as if this was an E rated game. But seems like i was wrong. I don't care what anyone says, this is a big
pet peeve of mine and i wont let it happen ever again. I played the Metroid games and there wasn't this ridiculous language, and
Metroid is rated T. Besides the language, some of the dialogue is dumb anyway and i think the characters talk too much, which
leads to stupid language. I also ran into a few minor bugs in the game. I also thought the game was too easy, and it got a little
repetitive at times. I'll stick with Metroid.. What I expected to be a regular old sci-fi visual novel with dramatic moments turned
out much more. This VN was able to really get me into the heads of the characters, and feel the emotions they had felt on the
brink of death, loneliness, and longing for love. I definitely recommend it, and it is one of the most human VNs I have read to
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date.. The game is raw stuff indeed.

UI looks like UI is absent.

Buggy game mechanics - bugs happen, nevermind.

But the real bad thing is typography in the game. The typography made this game. Some words start with capital letter some
doesn't.. with no reason (even in the MAIN MENU!). All this provide me a strong sense of gross negligence - English language
spelling is weird.. or careless to spellcheck? (in 2k10th?)

(Hm.. maybe.. I got the theory that this game was spelled by men from the Moon, that would explain everything (including rate
of the updates - the Moon is too far ))

If it's a student work I'd grade it with D or F because of the presentation level - careless spelling - what I should think about
other parts of the design? (didn't see the source code thus can't say anything about software architecture)

Very sad for "Belarus" word use in the brand name of the creators of this title, guys should think about reputation and the look
of the product they provide to the customers (and should think about such thing as Quality Assurance)

TO THE STEAM! with such many controversal-quality projects on the platform could you think about QA department
to provide a testing service for the developers to achieve acceptable quality of the products? That would be nice for
both parts.

\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605

BUT! (not kidding) There are some props you SHOULD BUY this game:

 steam cards of course

 easy achievements to finish the game and get PERFECT GAME stat for the acc

 to see how not to do
. Good to play when you only have one hand available
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THIS IS THE BEST GAME I HAVE EVER PLAYED.I DIDNT REALISE HOW MUCH FUN I WAS HAVING AND 20
YEARS LATER MY COMPUTOR OVERHEATED AND I RESTARTED IT, LOOKED AT THE DATE AND IT WAS
2016. WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Good game but really too short and not really hard. Only 40 minutes
to beat every levels. Controller strongly recommanded because the control on the keyboard are awful. It's only difficult when
you chase a gold time.

Once again, the game is good but a map editor could be very appreciate.

PS : if you have struggle to pass one level, go play something equal to your skill. Like, Gone Home or Dear Esther.. Adds three
cars, one of which is actually my favorite in the game...so, for me, picking up the DLC was great! However, it isn't really going
to be worth it for most people since the game doesn't really offer a lot of content and the DLC doesn't add any either. I'd only
recommend picking up the DLC if you really love the game and dump a lot of time into it, so a couple of extra cars to play
around with can add to the fun...otherwise, the cars in the main game do just fine.. Starting with genre - it's a strategy. But not a
complicated one with tons of different units, races, technologies, heroes, incomprehensible mechanics and overcomplicated UI.
On a contrary, this game was designed to be focused only on one thing - quick battles for key points, and becasue of that,
developers actually could made those mechanics deeper, more elaborate and even realistic.. to some extent.

So, pros:
1. Game has good tutorial, which explains basically everyting you need to know step by step.
2. Total amount of mechanics not overwhelming, so you can understand them fast. What takes time is mastering them.
3. AI is not stupid. Sure, after some training you'll learn it's weak points and it'll get easier. And i'm sure at some point in time
we'll look back and say "anything before year 2025 was so stupid", but as of now, it's good.
4. Graphics, Music, UI - all made well, you can't really say that anything is out of place.
5. Difficulty - game has some interesting challenges, it's not"just win somehow", you actually have to do some interesting things
and win in specific ways to get rewards.

Cons:
1. Some levels and challenges made in a weird way, where they shouldn't really be difficult, but they are because of game
mechanics, like if you need to finish lvl fast or finish it without losing much army.. and because of the way it counted, you'll
need to spend some time just guessing the way you should do it.
2.There is no strategic pause in singleplayer. I mean, i get it - in multiplayer it's not possible to play with several ppl with it, and
you have to play your best there. But isn't singleplayer supposed to be kinda "training", and anyway, you can always press "Esc"
instead of non-existing strategic pause button, it's just a lot less comfortable.
3. Not so many people on multiplayer. Tbh, i dont't even care about that. Singleplayer is good enough. But if you like
Multiplayer you either have to really look for people on forums and such, or buy game with friends, otherwise i'm pretty sure
you won't have many players to play with.
4. Original price is a bit too high imo. Best to take it while there is some discount.

So, to conclude this - game is interesting, makes you become better at what it requires you to do, altho sometimes it requires odd
things. It's not a game, where you'll spend your next half a year, trying to master it, no, it'll last a week or two, maybe a month if
you really enjoy it. But it's fun while it last, and so i definitely recommend it.. I have to recommend this one, because otherwise
you might never hear about it. If you like both adventure games and puzzle games with ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥/amazing writing, this
may be the game for you. The ending is pretty rough, but all the way until then I really enjoyed this game.. I bought this game
for a dime thanks to a 90% off coupon I got. It's really not even worth a dime.

The game is actually unplayable. Everytime I move my character to the left the character turns invisible. I don't know why and I
can't fix it. It's like trying to play Mario and everytime you touch the left arrow key Mario just disappears and you can't do
anything about it.

The developer of this game should be ashamed of themselves LOL. Who would release a game that has such an obvious and
terrible bug? There are flash games on coolmathgames.com that work better than this game.

The sad thing is I feel like this could actually be a decent Mario-esque game that I could enjoy, but the fact that you can't use the
left arrow key is laughable.
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I feel like I was cheated out of a dime, so if you're thinking about buying this game full price please for your sake don't.
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